To Ibiza or California in Waterdream’s fabulous new dayboat
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If you’re feeling as though winter is dragging on with no apparent end in sight, what better way to quash those blues and inject some summer spirit into your life than specifying your new dayboat for 2018? Say hello to the Waterdream 65’ California...

Sunny days
Boasting a beautifully minimal aesthetic by Mulder Design in the Netherlands, Waterdream’s new entirely hand-built 65’ California dayboat is just the vessel in which to temporarily escape this summer. What’s more, you can take six of your friends or family to share the day with you, whether you’re exploring an idyllic cove on the English Riviera or simply bobbing on the sun-soaked Côte d’Azur. Given the boat’s namesake, there’s only one place we’d head, however — Big Sur, California…
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